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Intensifiers in Mandarin Chinese*

Summary
Intensifikatoren wie dt. selbst/selber, türkisch kendi oder engl. x-sei! sind Fokuspartikeln, die die
Alternativrnenge eines Fokuswertes struk turieren: der Fokuswert stellt das Zentrum der Alternativenmenge dar, die relevanten A lternat iven bilden die Peripherie (KÖNIG 1991, B AKER 1995). Es lassen
sich übereinzelsprachlich vier Gebrauchsweise n von Intensifikatoren nachweisen, ei n ad no minaler
Gebrauch wie in der Kanzler selbst, ein adverbia l-ex klusiver wie in den Kuchen selbst backen, ein adverbial-inklusiver wie in selbst die AlIlworf wissen un d ein attributiver wie in sein eigenes Haus (de r indoge rmanische Suppletivismus im attributiven Gebra uch ist nicht die typologische Norm). Syntakt isch
sind a lle Intensifikatoren Adjunkte.
Mandarin -Chinesisch verwendet a ls allgemeinsten Ausdruck für Intensifikation ziji, welches alls der
syntak tische n Diskussion über Reflexivität gut bekan nt ist (vgl. z. B. H UANG & TANG 1991, PAN 1997).
Im adno min ale n Gebrauch lassen sich Restrik tionen bezüglich des Animalheitsstatus des Fokusreferenten für ziji und spezifischere Varianten nachweise n. Ei ne typologische Besonderheit ist die Sensiti vität einzelner adnominaler Intensifikatoren für thematische Relationen und event uell auch für noch
spezifischere Sit uatio nsrollen. Im adverbial-exklusiven Gebra uch besteht für Intensifi kation eine (universelle) Beschränkung auf agenlive Sachverha lte. Mandarin weist ein nach Körperleilen/ lnstrumenten variiere ndes reiches System spezifischer lexi kalischer Varianten zum Ausdruck adverbi aler Inlen sifikation auf. Die Möglichkeit der Delegierbarkeit ein er Handlung schein t den Gebrauch eines weiteren adverbia len Intensifikators zu beschrä nken. Auch das attribut ive Intensifik ationssystem ist in typologisch auffä lliger Weise lex ika lisch ausgeba ut : Neben ziji komme n spezifischere Lexeme zu r Anwendung, deren Gebrauch auf best immte in alienable Besitzverhältnisse besch ränkt ist. Den adverbialinklusiven Gebrauch von Intensifikatoren kennt das Chi nesische nicht.
Der zumindest diachron , eventuell a ber auch pa rtiell synch ron ei nzufordernde Zusam menhang von
lntensifikation und Reflexivität wird als Problem formuliert un d der üblichen Konzentration auf den
refl exiven Gebrauch von ziji in der generativen Lit eratur gegenübergestellt.

1. Introduction

This paper ist a case study on intensifiers in Mandarin Chinese. I It adopts the framework
developed by KÖNIG and K ÖN IG &SIEMUND (cf. KÖNIG 1991, KÖNIG & SIEMUND 1996a, 1996b,
1996c, SIEMUND 1997). The following introduction will make the reader familiar with th e

main topics of intensifier syntax and semantics, mostly illustrated by Englis h data, and only
occasionally alluding to the Mandarin case or other languages. Section 2 is concern ed with

* The research on wh ich this paper is based was supported by a grant from the DFG (Ko 497/5-2) within
the Schwerpill/krprogralllm "Sprachtypologie".
1 I would like to thank LIU HSIN- YUN, ZHANG l lE and ZHANG NING for their help with the data and for
their patience.l am also indebted to EKKEJ-IARD KÖNIG, PETER SIEM UND and ZI IANG NING fordi scussing
various points concerning this paper with me . Of course. any remaining mistakes are my fault.
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adnominal intensifiers in Mandarin. Section 3 deals with the exceplionally rich system of
adverbial intensifiers in Mandarin. Part 4 reviews possessive intensifiers that translate as
OlVn into English: Ihis sub-sys tem displays a high level 01 lexical diversity, too. Section 5 establishes the descriptive and explanatory link between reflexivity and intensification in Mandarin as a desideratum oflinguistic resea rch. The las t part aims at summarizing the main findings in a way that facilitates quick reference.
(I) is a prolotypical English example involving intensilication, i. e. hirnselfis not used as a
reflexive pronoun Of anaphor, but rat her as an intensifier:
(I)

The director himself will (lltend the meeting.

In languages that da not distinguish between reflexive pronouns and intensifiers by having
distinct lexemes for eaeh, as is the ease in English, the main formal difference between the
two is that reflexive pronouns are arguments, whereas intensifiers are adjuncts. In (1). himseI! has been adjoined to the direclOr, thereby forming a complex eonstituent of the same
syntactic eategory as the director alone. Other languages, among Ihern languages as diverse
as German and Modern Hebrew, neatly distinguish bctween the expression of reflexivity and
intensifiers (cf. German sich vs. selbst/selber). KÖ NIG (1991) proposes an analysis of intensifiers in terms of foeus particles, th e reby deriving the non-projeeting eharaeter of inte nsifiers
from the more general syntactic ciass to wh ich they belang. Mandarin behaves like English
with respect to the eneoding of intensification and reflexivity: both may be expressed by the
default element ziji:

(2)

Laowang kanjian -Ie
<iji"
Laowang look.at -ASP SELF
' Laowang has seen himself. '

(3)

fingli
ziji
hili lai.
manager SELF will come
'The manager himself will eome.'

According to th e semantic analysis in KÖNIG (1991), intensifie rs relate a central focused
relerent to a periphery of possible alternative values. The property of relaling the focus
value to a set of possible alternative values is a eonsequence of the membership of intensiriers in the dass of foeus particles, but the structuring of th e set into a cent re and a periphery
is the distinctive property of intensifiers. This focus reasoning predicts that (1) will only be
felicitous if the direetor can be related to other people and if the director is somehow central
with regard to these alternative values. In the case of a director, it is easy to think of an alternative , since a director is necessarily at the top of some real-world hierarchy and, e. g., his
secretary is easily construed as a peripheral alternative. KÖNI G, incorporating findings from
BAK E. 1995, explicates the relation between the centre x (the focus referent) and the periphe ry set Y containing the alternative values YI ... Yn as instantiated by one of four more
specific relations (cf. (4)). (5) gives one example lor each sub-case.
The following abbrevialions are used in th e glosses: ASP - aspect marker; ATIR - encJ itic deriving
prenominal modifiers: BA - preposition allowing preverbal direct objects: CL - classificr: CN - particle:
conlrary to norm: CO LL - collectivizing clitic; DEM - demonstrative: PRT - (sentence final) particle;
SELF - intensifying ele ment.
Z
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(4a)
(4b)
(4c)
(4d)

x has a higher rank than y on a real-world hierarchy.
x is more important than y in a specific situation.
y is identified relative to x (kinship terms, part-whole. etc.).
xis the subject of consciousness, centre of observation, etc. (Iogophoricity).

(5a)
(Sb)

The Pope hirnself does lIot know what 10 do.
Most ofthe passengers suffered light injuries. Tlte driver himselfwas killed.
Adam's wife was pieking apples, Adam himselfwas peeling tltem.
He was not partiClllarly tall, a Iiule taller thall 1emima herself perhaps [ ... ].
(A. FRASER. A Splnsh of Red)

(Sc)
(5d)

Note that the grouping ofthe uses ioto four sub-cases is meant 10 be a convenient categorizing aid giving some content to the rather abstract eentre-periphery relation. lt does not
preclude a possible unifying analysis.
A restriction that limits the use of adnominal intensifiers in many languages is the animacy status of the foeus referent. English adnominal x-selfis not sensitive to this constraint
(cf. The place itself is fille; the weather is the pain) , but Chinese intensifiers distinguish different animacy degrees (cf. 2.1). Another factor that may license the seleetion of a particular intensifier arnongseveral possibilities is thc high social rank oflhe focus referent (cf. German höchstpersönlich, höchstselbst, Swedish självaste). Mandarin does not have such a
distinction for adnominal intensifiers, but one of the adverbial intensifier lexemes, qinzi,
often invites an inference that leads to a related effect (cf. 3.2., English intensifiers inflect far
person and number, while in other languages, e. g. German, intensifiers do not display morphosyntactic agreement. Mandarin trivially belongs to the second dass, since it is an isolaling language.
Adverbial intensifiers can be analyzed as VP adjuncts in rnany languages, and the data in
section 3 corroborate thisanalysis for Mandarin ~ i. e. Mandarin has a fixed position for adverbial intensifiers, and they cannot crop up in various positions as is the case in German:

(6)

Der Koeh hat (selbst) die Blaubeeren (selbst) gesammelt.
'The cook has picked the blueberries hirnself.'

Just like in the adnominal use, adverbial intensifiers as in (6) relale a central foeus referent (in this case: der Koch 'the cook') to a periphery of alternative values (in (6) this might
be a professional berry picker, or some hierarchieally subordinate colleague of th e cook).
This kind of intensifier evokes implicatures to the effect that the action was performcd without help, and withjn the overall situation, the agent is regarded as responsible for the action
denoted by the sentence. In th e case at hand, picking the blueberries to use thern afterwards,
e. g. Lo fry blueberry pancakes, is the relevant overall situation. In the context ofpicking blueberries for use in professional cooking, the eook is clearly the central responsible referent.
In many cases the responsibility of the focus referent in th e overall situation goes along with
a beneficiary or a maleficiary role ofthe agent. 3 With responsibility in a given situation being
a requiremcnt for focus referents of adverbial intensifiers, it comes as no surprise that only
I will not attempt a more thorough treatme nt of th ese observations in ter ms of presuppositions. For
a survey of relevant phenomena and possible more formal treatments cf. KÖNIG & SIEMUND 1996a and
SIE~1UND 1997, eh. 8.

3
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agentive predicates and predicates of intended perception may combine with this dass of
intensifiers.
Adnominal intensifiers, on the other hand, can be used irrespective of the type of predicale with which the focused participant combines. In (7atb) it is merely lhe kinship relation
defining her brot her via Mary that establishes the centrality of Mary with respect to her
brot her, the rest of the two examples does not playa role whatsoever in establishing the
centre-periphery relation. Therefore, adnominal intensifiers combine just as readily with
argumenls of agentive verbs (cf. (7a)) as with arguments of stative verbs (cf. (7b)).
(7a)
(7b)

Mary's brother will take care ofthe kids. Mary herselfwill do the shopping.
Mary's brother is siek. Mary hersei! is as vigorous as a mountain climber.

English is among the languages that have a third use of intensifiers, illustrated by (8):

(8)

A: Could you lend me some money? - B: ['rn a little short mysei!

This use of intensifiers goes a]ong with the same presuppositions that make up the mcaning of additive focus particles like (oDor also, plus some requirement of a special context
(cf. SIEMUND 1997). Since the use ofintensifiers does not exist in Chinese, I will not be concerned with it any more in this paper, except for another short remark at the end of section 3.
Possessive intensifiers like own in English are not as regularlysuppletive in many languages
as they are in lndo-European, i. c. they have the form of adnominal intensifiers, typically
augmented by some modifier-deriving morpholagy. Mandarin constitutes such a case, with
the default intensifier ziji figuring in the most comman cases in which own would be used
in English. For the detailed analysis of certain more specialized Mandarin expressions,
cf. section 4.

2. Adnominal use
2.1. Basic confrasts

Adnominal intensification in Mandarin may be expressed by one of at least three distinct
lexical items. I will present each item in the context of a sentence, supplernented by a cTude
approximation of the relevant restrictions of use first. Each item will then be discussed in
greater detail below.
Ziji is the most general adnominal intensifier in Mandarin. Ziji is well-established in the
literature on anaphors and reflexivity, but its intensificational use has sei dom been investigated (for an exception cf. PAN ]997). As is true for a1l other adnominal intensifiers, il is
inserted to the right of an NPIDp'4

4 I will not take a clearstance in this paper as to the existence ofDPs as they have been adopted in Generative Grammar.l do subscribe, though, to the exislence of some functional calegory or even several
functional catcgories above NP (cf. e. g. CHENG 1997 for projections above NP in Mandarin and LI 1996
for a number projection, in particular.) The matter of whether intensifiers combine wilh Ns, with NPs,
or with some higher funclional projection, will be addressed below.
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ziji
hili
lai
Iwanying
wonzen.
SELF will
came welcome
we
'The minister hirnself will came to welcome us. '

Buzhang

minister

[nanimate NPslDPs may be intensified by benshen, but not by ziji
(10)

Keshi dianying benshen/*z iji que hai kanbudao.
but
film
SELF/SELF but still cannot.see
[AI ready now you can see th e posters all over the city,]
'B ut the movie itself is not yet on show.'

Benren is an intensifier lhat can only be used with NPs/DPs denoting human referents:
(11)

Bli zhang ben ren hili lai
huanying women.
minister SELF will carne welcome we
'The minister himselfwill welcome us, '

The structure of adnominal intensification in these sentences is very similar to the English
counterparts: in (9) ziji 'SELF' is adjoined to the NPIDP bllzhang 'minister', thereby forminga complex constituent ofthe same syntacticcategory as buzhang'minister' alone. What
ziji contributes semantically is that peripheral alternative values to the foeus va lue buz/umg
'minister', e. g. his secretary, are taken into consideration , exactly as in the English translation. Many languages constrain the use ofintensifiers to entities that figure highlyon the animacy hierarchy.. Such a constraint holds for Mandarin too:
(12)

Zai liizhou (*ziji) YOIl
ZllgOll -de
at
oasis
SELF exist enough -ATTR
' In the oasis (itself), there is enough water.'

SllUi.
water

PAN 1997: 12f claims that ziji does not conform to a general animacy restriction, contrary
to what has just been stated. His colleetion of attested counterexamples covers different uses
of ziji, with an arguab ly intensificational adnominal instanee of ziji being present in only one
case. This example, however, cannot be taken as a serious challenge to the claim of an animaey restriction for the foeus referent of intensifying ziji:
(13)

Zhonggllo gongchan-dang
hai neng kao
shei?
China
eommunist-party still can
depend.on who
Yao chuangchao gongchan-dang
-de
lVeilai, kongpa ye
zhi
want ereate
communist-party -ATTR future afraid
also only
neng kao
ta ziji.
can
rely.on it SELF
'Who else can the Chinese communist party depend on? ['rn afraid it can only depend
on itself to create its future.'

In (13), the Communist Party can very plausibly be argued to be a metaphorically human
referent. A formal piece of evidence in support of this analysis is provided by the quest ion
word shei 'who' in the question preceding the senten ce containing ziji. Shei, as its English
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counterpart, can only be used to ask for human refcrents. PA N'S other examples, exccpt for
one senten ce, all constitute attributive uses of ziji (expressed by adjectival OWtl in English)
which will be discussed below. His example involving a c1early reflexive use of ziji, though
not an inte nsifying one, is also susceptible of a personificational analysis:
(14)

Yueliang nll
WU-YUIl
lai
zheglli ziji.
moon
take dark-c1oud come cover SELF
'The moon covered herself with dark c1ouds.'

In sum, PAN'S alleged counterexamples cannat be taken as strong enough evidence to dismiss the animacy restrietion for ziji in general, and for ziji as an adnominal intensifier, in particular. I will return to tbis issue in 4.
With thc inanimate entitiy lüzholl 'aasis' intensification expressed by ziji 'SELF' is impossible (15a) ; but there is another element, namely benshen, which can fullfilthe inte nsifying
function for inanimate referents (15b)'
ode
shui.
(ISa) Lüzhou (*ziji) YOll
zugou
oasis
SELF have enough -ATTR water
' In the oasis (itself), there is cnough water.'
Shlli.
zugou ode
(1Sb) Lüzhou benshen YOli
have enough -ATTR water
oasls
SELF
' In the oasis itself, there is enough water.'

Ben originally mcans 'root', but it has a derived deictic use in compounds that loeates the
referent of the compound head in thc deicHe centre (cf. ben-guo 'root-country', i. e. 'this
eountry, one's own eountry', ben-hang 'root-profession', i. c. 'this profession, one's own profession'). The differenee betwccn a ben-eompound used for intcnsifieation and other bencompounds used to indicate the deictic proximity of thc compound head obviously involves
a diachronie mapping process from the notion of deictie proximity ofthe head noun referent
onlo the not ion of pragmatie eentrality of the foeus referent with respeet 10 alternative
values, but [have not investigated the time depth ofthis phenomenon. Thus bell-compounds
used for intensification neeessarily adjoin 10 focused elements, whereas deietic ben-compounds are neutral with respect 10 foeus semanties. The compound head -silen originally
me ans 'body', a very eommon souree to develop into an element (co-)expressing intensification.
(16) shows that the cut-off point on the animacy hierarchy for the use of ziji is not centred
around the [ea ture [± HUMAN]. With animals that are conceptualized as animate, the use
actually varies:

There is evidence pointing 10 a bigger difference between z iji and beI/silen in terms of syntax than can
be seen from (15a/b). Liizholl 'oasis' in (ISa) is fine with the preposition zai 'at' preceding it, while (15b)
would be un grammalical with that preposition addcd.l will not investigate this matter any furt her here,
but an account of these data would most probably dweil on different uses of the verb YOll, here glossed
as 'have '. lntuitive ly, we are dealing with a possessive use ofyou at least in (15b); (15a) with zai 'at' seems
to be an instance of existential yOIl 'ex ist '.

5
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(16)

Zhe-jian shi

gen gou zijilbenshen wu
guan, shi z/wren-de CUDIVLI bai
DEM-CL affair wilh dag SELF/SELF naLhave relation is owner-ATR faul!
PRT
'This doesn'I have anything 10 do wilh Ihe dog ilself, it's Ihe owner's fault! '

The element bell ren, on the other hand, is confined to uses with human head nouns:

(17)

Buzhang ben ren hui

lai

huanying

women.

minister SELF will come welcome
we
'The minister himself will corne to welcome us.'

(18)

Zhe-jian shi

gen gou (*benren)

IVU

guan,

shi zhuren-de

CUOlVll

DEM-CL affair wilh dag SELF
naLhave relalion is awncr-ATTR faull
'This doesn'I have anylhing 10 do wilh Ihe dog (ilself), il 's the awner's fault!'

bai
PRT

This fact comes as no surprise if we consider the internal make-up of ben ren: ren as an
independent word means ' person, man'.
In surn , the basic patterns of Mandarin adnominal intensifiers are very much Iike the ir
English counterpart in terms of syntax. Semantically, more distinctions are made in Mandarin. In 2.31he difference belween ziji and Ihe ben-compounds will be addressed again.

2.2. Adnominal intensification and quantification
Indefinite reference of NPs/DPs can crosslinguislically be shown 10 block intensification,
cL the ungrammaticality of * A politleian hlmself Is a !iar or * Ein Politiker selbst ist ein Lügner. Quantified NPs/DPs Iike *five sll.ulents themselves/*some students themselvesl*all Stlldenrs themselves are generally excluded, tao. Definite plural referents are allowed, however:
The sludents themselves think they are lazy. The generalization for Chinese is that any kind
of sylllaclically projecling expression of quantificalion or determination is excluded, unless
we are dealing with definite singular reference expressed by one of the two demonstrative
words of Mandarin: zhe for proximal deixis, and na for dislai deixis (19b). Affixation of Ihe
colleclivizingdefinite plural suffix seems 10 be possible in alleastsomecases (19c). NOle Ihat
Ihis is not an exception to the generalization wh ich excJudes syntactically projecling plural
markers from combi ning with intensified NPs, if we assume Ns with -men to have no internal syntactical structure. 6 To my knowledge , ziji and ben-compounds behave exactly paralle l in Ihis respect, so I will only give th e relevant data für äji.

6 There is, however, a problem with mell-plurals and intensification in Mandarin. Myconsultantsdo not
agree entirely on th e grammaticality of strings Jike (19c). I still refrain from giYing mell -p luraJs a specia l
treatment here, since there are examples wilh clearly good met/-p lu rals going along with an inten sifier
(I would like to thank ZHANG NING for pOinting this out 10 me):
(i) Iwanted to take the children out to go to some fun place, and their parents agreed, but ...
haizi-met/

ziji

child-COLL SELF

b/J

Y/JlInyi

qu.

not

wanl

go

•... the childrcn themsclves didn 't want to go.'
So ifthere is something that rules out the string "N-men + intensifier" in some cases, we will search for
this factor in th e elements or th e structure surrounding the string in quest ion , but not within it.
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(20a) *yi-ge
buzhang
I-CL
minister
'*a minister himseJr

(1 9a) buzhang
zij i.
minister
SELF
' the minister himself'
buzhang
( 19b) na-ge
DEM-CL
minister
' that ministe r him self
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ziji
SE LF

ziji
( 19c) bu zhong-men
minister-COLL SELF)
' the ministe rs the mse lves'

ziji
SELF

(20b) *yi-xie
bll zhang
z iji
I-couple minister
SELF
'*some mini ste rs th emselves'
(2Oc) *m ei-ge
bll zhang
zij i
each-CL minister
SELF
'*each minister himself'

However, th e constraint banning projecting qu antifiers docs not prevent bare no un s with
ziji from receivin g a n unequivocally plural inte rpretation in sa me cases, as long as it is defi·
nite; cf. (21), take n from PA N (1997: 202):
(21 )

Pinglltn zhe-pian wen zhang -de
hao-huai haishi fiu gei duzhe ziji baf'
evalu ate this-CL article
-ATTR good-bad better leave 10 reader SELF PRT
' (We 'd) bette r leave it to the readers th e mselves to evaluate the qu alit y o f this paper.'

He fe a singula r re ading for du zh e ' reader ' is not availa ble, a n observation my consultants
stat e unanimously. It is importa nt to note in this context that ba re nouns in Manda rin are not
ge ne raJly restricted to receiving a plura l or singular de finite interpretation . A wide variety
of interpretations is in fact possible:
(i)

indefinite singular or plura l re fe rence / inde finite re fe re nce Lo a mass:

(22)

Zhu ozi -shallg you
silll.
table
-on
exist book
'There are boo ks / th e re is a book (I" there is some amount of books") on the table.'

(ii)

de finite singular or plura l re fe rence Ide finite refere nce to a mass Igeneric re ference:

(23)

Gau wo yijing
kall -guo. (LI
dog
a l ready see-ASP
'J have a lready seen th e dog(s).'
' I have already seen dogs be fore.'

& Th OMPSON

1981: 86)

A number o f factors dete rmin es th e interpre tation in each case, witb th e rela tive position
ofthe bare noun with regard to th e verb probably be ing the most important one (for a reeent
account of this phe nomenon cL T SA I 1996). The conclusion, th e n, is that intensifiers restricl
the possible interpretation s o f ba re nouns to de finite singul a r c r plural refe rence. with inde·
finite re ference and generic readings ge ne rally being excluded .
O ne of my consult ant s thinks (2 1) sho uld be ch anged slightl y to ma ke it grammatical:
(2 1') Pingilln zhe -pian LVen zhallg -de l/(IO·llIlai~de renwu haishi liu gei dll zhe ziji/*benren baI
cvaluate this -CL article
-AITR good·bad·AlTR lask bettcr lcuve 10 readcr SELFfSELF PRT
"( We'd ) better Icave the task o f eva luating the qua lit y of this paper to the readers themselves.'
T hc additional headnoun in (2 1') docs not a lter the st ructu re in a ny way th at might be releva nt here, so
1 wi llleave the matte r o f th e gra mmalica lity of (2 1) undeci ded. The reader is free toc hoose either of
(2 1) or (21') as her pre ferred va ri ant.
7
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Relurning 10 the quest ion of how intensifiers interact with quantifiers and determiners in
Mandarin, it seems safe 10 say that ziji and benren adjoin to thc highest projection within the
syntactic realization oflhe argument. Within a DP approach it is a matter of debate whether
bare nouns in Mandarin are actually embedded in a phonologically empty determiner structure (with more empty functional categories like a c1assifier phrase and a numeral phrase
intervening), or wh ether bare nQuns can receive a referential interpretation without being
embedded in a DP at least in same cases in same languages (cf. CHIERCI"IIA 1997 who assumes
such a situation to hold for Mandarin " generalized bare arguments"). I will assume that the
different quantificational and determinational readings of bare nouns in Mandarin are the
result of vagueness and not of structural ambiguity. The level where the vagueness disappears is surely above the NPIDP level within the syntactical structure, and possibly the
mapping of a nominal concept expressed by a bare noun in Mandarin onto a referential type
is not a matter of structural configuration alone.

2.3. Adnominal intensifiers and thematic relations
In the diskussion on the selectional restrictionsgoverning the useofadnominal intensifiers,
we have only referred to oniological categories so far: the foeus referent of ziji 's head noun
eonforms to an animacy constraint, ben ren combines with nouns denoting humans, and benshen can be used to intensify nounsdenoting inanimate referents. There are basically t\Vosels
of data that make thematic relations appear more relevant for the treatment of ben-compounds. First consider the minimal pairs in (24)-(25) (examplesadapted from PAN 1997: 203):
(24a)

Laowang
ziji
da
Laowang
SELF hit
'Laowang hirnself hit Lisi once.'

(24b)

*Laowang
benshen da
Laowang
SELF hit
•Laowang himself hit Lisi once.'

(25a)

(25b)

-Ie
-ASP

Lisi
Lisi

yixiar.
once

-te

Lisi
Lisi

yixiar.
once

-ASP

Laowang
jiu
vji
Laowang
SELF PRT
'Laowang himself has problems.'

YOlt

?Laowang
benshen jiu
Laowang
SELF PRT
'Laowang hirnself has problems.'

YOli

have

have

wemi.
problem
wenti.
problem

While benshen, the intensifier introduced be fore as combining with NPs/DPs denoting
inanimate referents, cannot be used with the subjecl of a c1early agentive verb (da ' to hit' ,
(24b», it is not really bad when used with the human subject of a stative predieate like YOli
went; 'have problems' (25b ).8 If only the ontologieal status of the referent were criterial, we
This is not to say thal lhe questionable status of (25b) is ignored. The crucial point is that the difference in grammaticality judgemenls between (24a/b) and (25a/b) was easily reproducible with all the
native speakers I have consulted. I have not investigated th e reasons for the marginal st atus of (25b),
though .
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wou ld nol be able 10 explain Ihe differences in grammaliealily belween (24a) and (24b) as
opposed 10 (25a) and (25b), since Laowang is c1early a human being in all cases. Alleasl for
benshen il seems necessary to resart to a constraint that is grounded in thematic roles. The

conslrainl seems 10 be Ihal bellshen only combines wilh UNDERGOERS.'
The examples in (26)-(28) presenl anolher puzzling conlrasl concerning a difference
between a ben-compound and liji. (26) is a rather complex relevant example taken from
PAN 1997: 202 (cl. foolnote 7) , bul it has Ihe advantage of being attested; (27) and (28) are
made-up:

(26)

Pinglull zhe -pian
evaluate this -CL
z iji/*benren baI

wenzhang ode
hao-huai haishi
article
-ATTR good-bad better

liu
leave

gei
to

dll z he
reader

SELF/SELF PRT
'(We'd) better leave it to the readers themselves to evaluate Ihe quality of this paper.'
(27)

Yesterday Ihe kitchen of Ihis restaurant was examined by the loeal authorilies. It
turned out that the kitchen equipment was intolerably dirty, but ...
. . . chushizh(llig ziji/*benren chuanzhe jeichang
ganjing-de

... chef

SELF/SELF wear

Ylfu .

exlremely c1ean-ATTR c10thes

' ... the chef himself was wearing very clean clothes.'

(28)

All the other caoks were wearing dirty clothes, but ...
... chushizhang ziji/benren
chuflnzhe feiehang

galljing-de
yilu.
". chef
SELF/SE LF wear
extremely c1ean-ATTR cloth es
' ". Ihe chef himself was wearing very clean c1olhes.'
Let us look al the simpler cases in (27) and (28) first. In (27), ziji is fine, while benren is
bad. (28), allhough Ihe c1ause we are concerned with is identical with its counterpart in (27),
allows either of ziji Of benren. The only possible conclusion is that we are de aling with two
different extra-sentential contexts, olle of them excluding benren, olle of them allowing it.

Ziji behaves neutra l with respecl to Ihis factor. What, then, is this factor? One hypothesis
might be that ben ren limits the alternative values ofthe foeus referent to humans. This might
appear plausible, parlicularly when we fecall that -ren, thc head of thc compound ben-ren ,
means 'person, man'. Since thc kitchen equipment is not human, this would explain why benren may not bc used. Another lioc of reasoning rnight lead us to ass urne that ben ren ooly
contrasts the foeus value with olhcr values that could figure in thc same role in thesame kind

by th e open sentence: tbus other eooks are good alternatives Lo a
chef with respect 10 wearing clean cloth es (28), but kitchen cquipmcnt cannot be thought of

of situation as is encoded

as being a possible alternative value, simply because ovens and pots do not wear anything

(27). (26), despile ils complex structure, hel ps us 10 decide in favour of the second hypo thesis,
or at least il c\early roles oul the first possibility: (26) wilh ben ren is bad, although Ihe alternative values of th e foeus value 'readers ' are humans too. But how can our putative con~

I am adopting th e terminology establ ished by FOLEY & VAN VALIN 1984. Thc concepls of ACfOR
and UNDERGOER make it possible 10 refer 10 agent~like roles and to patient~like roles. respectively,
with a single cover term each.

9
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straint be applied to (26) so that it rules out benren? First note that the main verb of (26), liu
(gei) 'leave (to)', selects the focused readers as a goal argument. The thing Ihat is to be left
to the readers is ,,[the task] to evaluate the quality of this paper" (pinglun zhe-pian wenzhang-de haohuai). The whole sentence is a politc rcquest with a coverl addressee. Thc
adverb haishi 'better, or __ . falher' makes it unequivocally dear that a compcling proposal is
part of thc common ground , most probably an eva luative statement concerning thc article
in quest ion, uttered bya person who is not a common reader. So thc possible dass of addressees of (26) comprises everyone who has to do with articles and reading them, except the
camman readers; i. e. professional writers, publishers, or critics. So professional writers,
publishers and critics are possible addressees of (26), and also possible ACTORS of leaving
a task 10 the common readers. Now thc reasan for thc blocking of ben ren becomes perceivable: the inherent other-dircctedness of liu (gei) 'Ieave (to)' makes the addressees and subject professionals of (26) be bad alternative values in opposition to the readers, because the
task transfer or authority transfer expressed by the verb must not have identical referents for
Ihe source and the goal. Thus ben ren is not good in (26), because the possible alternative
values of the goal refercnts already have their role in the event: they are the sources or the
ACTORS, and Ihe action they perform cannot be directed toward themselves. Ziji's requirements are loüser: it does not presuppose that the alternative va lues ofthe foeus value should
be possible participants in the same role of the same situation, it is sufficient if the alternatives are peripheral with respeCI 10 the foeus value in same relevant centre-periphery relation. In this case the cenlre-periphery relation is established between the (central) readers
who are considered naturally apt 10 criticize the arlicle and the (peripheral) professionals,
who are readers only in the second place, but professionals making the arlicle available for
rcading in the first.
If this generalization can be kept up against the background of more data - and it is definitely in need offurthersupport - , the difference betwcen ziji and benren in Mandarin would
installtiate a functional split in the expression of intensification that has not been observed

so rar.

3. Adverbial intensifiers
3.1. Cenrrality in a situation

(29) illustrates the adverbial use of ziji:
(29)

A:
B:
B:

Could you do my washing lor me?
Ni weishenme bu ziji/*benren xi
ne?
you why
not SELF/SELF wash PRT
' Why don't you do your washing yourself? '

Ziji can be used as an adverbial intensifier, while ben-compounds da not have such a use.
In the adverbial use alternative agents cr experiencers are the alternative values for the
asserted value; in (29) B is the alternative agent of washing Pis cloth es. Pis centrality that
makes the use of ziji felicitous in this case is given by the relation of possession holding
between A and his clothes: with respect to the c10thes to be washed A is more central than
B, because the dirty laundry is Pis, and not B's.
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(30) and (31) demonslrale Ihal, in accordance with crosslinguistic observations and
theoretical predictions, the responsibility of the foeus referent for the denoted overall situation allows for predicates of intended perception as in (30), but not for stative verbs as in

(31):
(30)

Wo zuo/ian
ziii
kan -fe
nel
-bu ditmying.
I
yeslerday SELF see -ASP DEM -CL movie
' Yeslerday I saw Ihal movie mysclf.'

(31)

Laawang zuotian (*ziji) you wenti.
Laowang yesterday SELF have problem
'Yesterday Laowang had problems (*by hirnself).'

3.2 Passible delegation
Mandarin has a special adverbial intensifier indicating that the referent had the option to
delegate the action expressed by the sentence in which th e intensifier is used, but he or she

has nol made use ofthisoption. This element isqinzi, as illuslrated by (32). Wilh this in mind,
consider the contrasl in (33), a sentence a mother mighl say to her eider child.

(32)

Ni kan, ta
zijilqinzi
ca
-Ie
tliban.
you see (s)he SELF/SE LF wipe -ASP floor
' Look, (s)he wiped the floor himself/herself! '

(33)

Ni

kan, xiao

didi

zijil*qinzi

chi

-fe

wanfan

you see little younger.brother SELF/SELF eal -ASP supper
'Look, your little brother has eaten supper hirnself!'
Ziji is possible in (33), since the little brolher, in obvious contrast to his sibling, has eaten

without help. The little brother's cenlrality is given by Ihe very facl that he has ealen wilhout help, thercby not ta king advantage of the assislance he might possibly have received
from his mOlher, who is the peripheral referent. The ungrammaticality of qinzi, on the olher
hand, arises from the fact that one cannot delegate the act of eating: either one eats oneself,
or one does not eat at all. Another closely related analysis would state a requirement of inherent authority holding for the agent, if qinzi is to be used. Something along these lines
seems to be the case withpersonally in English. Under this analysis the impossibility of qinzi

in (33) would follow from Ihe lack of inherent authorily of sm all children. Since Ihe possibility of delegaling an action is lightly inlertwined wilh the nOlion of authority, I find it difficult to decide whieh not ion is more basic. In the lighl of examples like (35) and (36) 10 be
discussed below, I will stick to the not ion of possible delegation.

The requiremenl of possible delegalion of the denoted aClion thaI holds for qinzi is also
relevant when a predicate of intended perception as in (34a) is used:
nei
-bu
zuo(;an qillzi kall -fe
Laowang yesterday SELF see -ASP DEM -CL
'Laowang saw thaI film hirnself yesterday.'

(34a) Laowang

dianyillg.

movie.
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(34b) Laowang huran
(*qinzi) kanjian -te
Laozhang.
Laowang suddenly SELF see
-ASP Laozhang
'Laowang suddenly saw Laozhang (*himself [" too]).'
Although it seems less usual to delegate perception, qinzi may be used in (34a). This can
be aceounted for if we assurne that, in the ease of (34a), the alternative for Laowang would
have been to make somebody else go and see the movie in order for this person to report to
Laowang what she has seen. This !ine of thought is supported by (34b): the sentenee makes
c1ear that Laowangjust happened to see Laozhang without having looked for hirn. This kind
ofnonvolitional, unintended perception cannot be deJegated, and thus qinzi may not be used
in (34b). It may be noted that the meaning component of possible delegation invites rank or
politeness inferences in many ca ses.
(35)

Ta
zuotian
-feng xin.
qinzi xie
-Ie
nei
(s)he yesterday SELF write -ASP DEM -CL letter
'(S)He wrote the letter himselflherself yesterday'

(36)

Zhe -ge
dangao shi
wo qinzi gei
DEM -CL cake
is
1
SELF for
'1 baked this cake for you myself.'

ode.

ni

zuo

you

make -ATTR

The fact that eommon people usually do not have the option to delegate the writing ofletters invites the inference that the referent of w- '(s)he' in (35) is a person of high rank who
could rely on a secretary to write his or her letters, but who actually chose not Lo do so in the
case at hand. The use of qinzi in (36) expresses esteem for the beneficiary, who is also the
addressee: since I could have bought a cake in a bakery, my baking of the cake is an indicator
of my respect for the addressee/beneficiary.

3.3. Incorporared instruments
For another range of distinctions that has been lexicalized in the domain of Mandarin
adverbial intensification, now consider (37) and (38):

(37)

Wo zongshi zijilqinshou ba
always
SELF/SELf BA
'[ always open letters myself.'
T

(38)

Nei

xin
letter

dakai.
open

-wei mingxing bing mei you qinshoulqinbi xie

DEM -CL

star

CN

not

have SELF/SELF

write

ta-de

zizhuan.

he-ATTR autobiography

'The movie star did not write his autobiography himself.'

(37) and (38) illustrate the fact that in special contexts very specific adverbial inensifiers
may be used: [nstead of choosing the unspecific adverbial option ziji, speakers uttering (37)
may just as weil use the word qinshou, the seeond syllable ofwhich, -shou, me ans 'hand'. So
(37) translates as 1 always open letlers with my own hands into English, with the proviso
added that this English translation does not render the ward form qinsholt with an element
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of the same interna) make-up as its Mandarin counterpart, since with my own hands is a Pp,

and not a word. In (38), qinsholl '(with one's) own hands' is supplement by another option
qinbi meaning '(in one's) own hand-writing' (bi 'brush/writing implement').
Since the full range of possible intensifying adverbial expressions that are specialized in a
si\TIilar way can be given in a short list (see below), we cao conclude that these farms are
underived lexical items, though with a transparent internal make-up. Any attempl to extend

this pattern to furt her obvious candidates results in ungrammaticality or the creation of
impossible wards: *qinZll Of *qinjiao, c. g., with zu and }iao both meaning 'foot ' cannot be

used to modify the verb ti- 'to kick', and *qinzu and *qinjiao are not cven possible wards in
Mandarin.

The full list of speeialized adverbial intensifiers is given in (39a-e), with one example
accompanying each compound that has nol been mentioned before. (40) is a sentence
showing that even with existing compounds the productive use departing from conventionalized adverb-predicale pairings is impossible.

(39a) qinshou

'(with one's) own hands'

(39b) qinbi

'(in one's) own hand-writing'

(3ge) qinkou

' (spoken with one's) own mouth'
Zhe

shi

ta

qinkou

shuo -deI

DEM is
(s)he with.own.mouth say
'That's what (s)he said herselflhimself! '
(39d) qinyan

-ATTR

'(with one's) own eyes'
Wo

qinyan

I

with.own.eye see

kandao -fe

na-ge

chehuo

-ASP DEM-CL aeeident

'I saw that accident with my own eyes.'

(3ge) qiner

' (heard with ones) own ears'

Wo qiner

tingjian

ca

shuo ni-de

huai hua.

I
with.own.ear hear
(s)he say
you-ATTR bad speech
' I heard hirn/her telling bad things abaut you with my own ears.'
(40)

Wo (*qinkou)
ba nei-zhang zhi
chui-zou-Ie.
I with.own.mouth BA DEM-CL paper blow-away-ASP/PRT
' I blew the sheet of paper away (with my own mouth) .'

Adverbial-inclusive uses of intensifiers as in Sorry, I con'[ give you any money; l'm broke
myselfdo not exist in Mandarin. A near-equivalent is expressed by a combination of adnominal ziji with adverbial ye 'also':

(41)

A:
B:

Could you lend me ten pounds?
Bao-qian, wo

ziji

ye

mei

you

qian.

sorry
I
SELF also not have money
' I am sorry, but I myself don't have money either.'
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For a detailed account of adverbial-inclusive intensification and the difference with regard
to adnomina l intensification + alsoltooleither cL SIEMUND 1997, ch. 7.

4. Possessive intensifiers and inalienability
English, together with other Indo-European languages, has a special lexeme for the possessive case of intensification as in I have a key ofmy ownll have my own k ey. Thc form own
has 110 parallel in Mandarin.

(42)

Wo

you

wo

ziji

ode

yaoshi.

I
bave 1
SELF -ATTR key
' I have a key ofmy own/my own key.'

Ziji as thc most camman intensifier ca n be used in conlexls where QWIl is used in English.
The enditic form ode glossed as ' ATTR' serves to make words and phrases of great formal
diversity available as prenominal attributive expressions. Thus it is not surprising that the
possessive form of thc intensirier is not suppletive in Mandarin since thc device that derives
attributive expressions is so productive and suppletion is entirely untypical of Mandarin as
an isolating language. But the lack of suppletion does not exdude the existence of an
optional more specialized form as in (43b):

(43a) TameIl shi 111
ziji
'(ode) haizi
they
are you SELF -ATTR child
'Are these your own children?'

mo?
PRT

qinsheng
haizi ma?
(43b) Tamen shi ni -de
they
are you -ATTR lsLgrade.related child PRT
'Are th ese your own children?'
The alternative to ziji given in (43b) is only app licable to first-grade blood relations. So
parents have their qinsheng haizi, and child ren have their qinshengfumu with haizt meaning
'children' and fumu meaning 'parents'; but there is no such thing as a *qinsheng ayf (ayi
'aunt').
A second option al and very specialized expression denoting possessive intensification is
qinshen 'own-body'. It may be used to modify either the wordjingli'experience' or the word
ganshou ' feelings'.

(44)

Na
shi wo-tle
qinshell jillglilgansholl.
DEM IS I-ATTR own
experience/feelings
'That is my own experience.n'hese are my own feelings.'

Qinshen serves an obvious intensifying function: It is often the case that we want to contrast the first-hand qualily of our experience or feelings with competing second-hand evidence presented by others. Thus having special lexemes for these cases of possessive intensification alongside of the emphasis of first-grade blood relations conveyed by qinsheng is
motivated functionally in itself. BUI, what is more, the two specialized expressions of pos-
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sessive intensification qinsheng and qinshen cover a non -arbitrary conceptual domain: bOlh
c1early involve possessed items that belang to central types of inalienable possession. lO Thc
typical syntax going along with the variants of possessive intcnsifiers allows same non-trivial and non-circular generalization concerning iconicity: Qinshen and qinsheng tend to be
adjoined to their head nouns without -dei the clitic deriving attributive expressions, intervening: the conceptual c10seness of possessor and possessum in the inalienable possession
type is refleeted by the preferably unmediated adjoining of qinshen and qinsheng to their
respeclive head neuns. Ziji, on the ather hand, cannat combine with the possessum noun
without -de: here the underspecification of the alienability type ofthe possessum goes along
with an obligatory -de clitic (cf. (43a). Note that this explanation is non-eireular since the
category of inalienable possession is established independently by the fact that there exist
tWQ distinct lexe mes to express this type of possession. So th e generalization does not just
rest on the syntaclic faets alone.
As was men tioned above, PAN (1997) claims that animaey of (he foeus referent is not eriterial for the use of ziji. PAN 'S case of adnominal intensificalion eould be shown 10 involve
personifieation. Perhaps the same ean be done far his possessive examples (PAN 1997: 12):"

(45)

Dan jian yi-dao jinqiao-de
bai-ski
gong-qiao zai jinzhi-de
but
see I-CL
beautiful-ATTR white-stone areh-bridge at still-ATTR
shui-miao-shang tou-xia
ziji-de
dao-ying.
water-surfaee-on throw-down SELF-ATTR reverse-shape
'Sudde nly I saw a beautiful white stone areh-bridge throwing its own mi rror image on
the water.'

(46)

Mei yi-ge gongyuan dou
eaeh I-CL park
all
'Each park has its own winter.'

(47)

YOLI ziji-de
donglian.
have SELF-ATTR winter

Guanggaopai wei bieren zhengde liyi,
billboard

for others earn

rOllgyu, que xisheng ziji-de

benefitfame

shenqll.

but sacrifice SELF-ATIRbody

' Billboards earn benefits and reputation for others, but sacrifice their own bodies.'

10 "Experience" and " feelings" are less prololypical with regard 10 inalienabilily than kinship terms,
and one might ask why body parts do not sec m to playa role in the triggering of specialized possessive
inte nsifiers. However, the collection of pape rs in C HAPPELL & MCGREGO R (eds. 1996) shows that state ments of uni ve rsa ls of (in)alienability re ferring to the ontological classes of the possessed items are
usually empirically inadequate. Therefore the possibility that Manda rin shou ld group fi rst-grade blood
relations and an "experience/feelin gs" d ass, a nd only these two, toget her, cannot be excluded on independent grounds. Furthermore, (he discussion of specialized adverbial intensi riers did make reference
to certain body parts (cL 3.3). A simple reasoning to account for this split in the expression of inalienability would be to say that bodyparls often figure as instrum ents with a peripheral status in situ ation s
and propositions, so they are lexicalized as adverb(ia l)s. Kinship re lat ions, by virtue of involving human
beings, have possessors with argument status, so specialized possessive intensifiers are like adnominal
modifiers, and not like adverb(ial)s. The cross-categorial intensification marker of inalienability see ms
to be qin-.
]] It is not quite clcar to me whether a lJ of the following examples may plausibly be analyzed as involving intensification. It might weil be necessary to rely on a purely sy nt actic account of anaphoric binding in the spir it of Ge nerative Grammar 10 account for cases like (46) (cf. e. g. the papers in KOSTER &
R EU LAND 1991 . and , for Mandarin in particular. HUA NG & TANG 1991 and H UANG & Llu 1997).
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The use of gongqiao 'bridge' in (45) is c1ea rly an instance of personification because the
subject is the agent argument of lou-xia 'throw down '. (The deg ree to which this personificational metaphor has been conventionalized in the context of 'shadow-throwing' mflY be a
matter of debate, but it remains a metaphor as lang as we da not wish to assume that th ere
are two homophonous tou 'throw' verbs, one of thern agentive, the other one non-agentive.)

The bill board in (47) has several c1early human attributes: it earns benefits and reputation,

it sacrifices itself, and il has a body, so the case seerns to be clear. The ca se of parks each
having their own winters is not as striking (46), but at least it allows a metaphorical interpretation involving personification. It is also possible , however, to inte rpret these data, and
especially the case in (46), as evidence for a neutralization of th e animacy requireme nt
usually holding for re ferents in the case of possessive z iji. I willleave this matter for future
research .

5. Jntensification and retlexivity

With the exception of PAN 1997, the discussion of ziji within the generative framework
centres entirely around its use as a reflexive pronoun. It is uncontroversial that ziji allows
long-distance binding, i. e . that z iji as an anaphor may find its antecedent outside the minimal domain it is contained in: This e ffect is shown in (48):
(48)

Ta,.
zhidao Laowangj bu
xihuan zijiw
(s)he know
Laowang not Iike
SELF
'She knows that Laowang does not like her/himself.'

Mandarin shares this property with many other languages, among thern languages as

umelated as Turkic languages, Scandinavian languages and Caucasian languages. It has
never been claimed, and it does not seern to be plausible , to e ntirely reduce zijts reflexive
use to its inte nsifying function. There are, however, sets of data that are usually discussed

under the heading of anaphoric binding which should be invesligated in th e light of focus
semantics and intensification. In particular, the 'complex form of the anaphor', i. e. ta z iji
'(s)he SELF', is open to such a reconsideration. Following PICA 1985, it is generally held that
ta ziji as a complex anaphor must be locally bo und. PAN points out that ta ziji is usually inte rpreted as evoking alternatives, and that it is only under very specific sernantic and configurational conditions that ta liji may be interpret;? as a mere anaphor without expressing intc nsification (PAN 1"'7/)8). (49) is an example in which these condilions are not met and in
which , accordipg to thc gene ·Iisation nat complex an phors must be locally aiind,only

local (C7usamate) bindi

49)

ai
zhida
(s)he kn
'Shc i k

should

possible. Thi

Laow g/ bll
La ang not

ws that

redicti7

not borne

tin (49).

zi" iI{
ELF

aowangj does

;,;
(49) d s allow r an iDterpre lion in whic the matr subject and ta / i corefer. T
the str' t locality onstraint th IS usually ass ed to hold for th e "comple anarhor" Ight,
in

t~_

contexts in which it se ms to be active, aClually turn out to be an essentia y by-pro-

duct of th e intensifying semantics of ziji in (49). PAN 1997 has shown that th e locality con-
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slraint of ta ziji does not hold generally, and this is to be expected if we are dealing with an
essentially pragmatic category.
Another important semantic cancept that needs 10 be taken inta account is logophoricity

and mallers of perspective-taking. HUANG & Ltu 1997 have developed an analysis of longdistance binding effects in purely logophoric terms for Mandarin, and it should be tested
whether this analysis may be subsumed under a more general analysis of intensification.
The literaturc, again with the exception of PAN 1997, does not rnention the uses of bencompounds that translate as anaphors into English. It should be of great interest to investigate the quest ion whether these uses have an information struclural side to thern cr whether
they may be used as non-contrastive anaphors like ziji. 1t would be particularly interesting

to search for reflexes oftheir special behaviour as intensifiers in their (probably) historically
derived use as anaphors. A lasl funclion of bell-Compounds menlioned by PAN 1997, ch. 7,
wh ich awaits to be accounted for within a cornprehensive study of Mandarin reflexivity and
intensification is their non-reflexive bound-variable use that tanslates as (he respeclive per-

son/thing and the like into English.
With this interlacing of polyserny, vagueness and homonymy in the area of Mandarin
reflexivity, intensification and variable binding in mind, it would seem a dubious enterprise
to try to account for any of these areas without at least mentioning the others. Yet J will not
attempt to give a more comprehensivc survey of these phenomena in tbis paper.

6, Summary and outlook
Tables 1 through 3 givc an overview ofthe whole range of intensifying expressions in Mandarin that have been treated in this paper. The relevant constraints are assembled in the top
half of each tab le, the intensifier lexemes are given in italics in the lower half. To ensure readability, the investigaled domain has been split up into three distinct tables. It is in principle

possible, though, to state all relevant facts in a single table. So the cost of readabilily is the
faci that the identity of constraint types governing Ihe different uses is slightlyobscured. The
numbers in most constraint boxes refer to the relevant examples in the present paper.
Wrapping up our findings conccrning the expression of intensification in Mandarin, we
can say that intensification in Mandarin generally follows the same principlcs as comparablc

elements in other languages, especially with regard to their adjunct syntax. So me re levanl
semantic restrietions, arnong thern thc requirements of animacy and humanness of the relevant referent with most intensifiers, and the blocking of most varieties of overt quantification, are instances of crosslinguistically relevant phenomena. The absence of an adverbialinclusive use of intensifiers similar in mcaning to also is no surprise, since all the languages
that eou ld be shown 10 allow such a use up to now are European languages.
Thc restriction disallowingadnominal ben ren in contexts in wh ich the peripheral referents
cannot be thought of a having the same role as the foeus referent seems to be rat her lan-

guage-specific. (1Is areal relevance should be checked, however, to avoid a typological bias
towards European languages.) Likewise, the lexical splits that go along with the expression
of eertain sub-types of inalienable possession are a peculiarity of Mandarin that still await
to be equated with similar phenomena in other languages; even more so, since Mandarin is
not a language in wh ich inalienabilily is a key concept of lexicalor grammalical ealegorizat ion. The array of adverbial intensifiers referring to particular instruments or organs involved in actions is not without preeedence, but thc degree to which these expressive means
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Adnominal lntensifiers

CENTRALITY

Focus referent CENTRE

Alternative referent(s): PERIPHERY
alternative referents

Constraints

TYPEOF
PERIPHERY

UNSPECIFIED

are possible participants in the same role

as the focus (26)- (28)
ANIMACY
THEMATIC ROLE
Expressions

ANIMATE (10) HUMAN (18)

UNSPEC IFIED
(15b), (16), (25b)

UNDERGOER (24) UNSPECIFIED (9), (16), (21)
benshen

z iji

ben ren

Table I: Adnominal intensifiers in Mandarin

Adverbial Intensifiers

CENTRALITY
Constraints

Focus referent : CENTRAL in the overall situation
Alternative referent(s): PERIPHERY

THEMATIC ROLE ACTOR
ANIMACY

HUMAN

ANIMATE

POSSIBLE
DELEGATION

DELEGATION
POSSIBLE (32), (33)

UNSPECIFIED
(32), (33)

qin zi
hand/use of thc hand(s) qinsholt
brush/hand-wriling qinbi

Expressions

ziji

mouth/speech production qinkoll

eye/visual perception qinyan
ear/acoustic peTception qiner

Table 2: Adverbial intensifiers in Mandarin

Possessive Intensifiers

Constrai nts

CENTRALITY

CENTRALITY of FOCUSED POSSESSOR

ANIMACY

HUMAN POSSESSOR

INALIENAB ILITY EXPER IENCEI
FEELING (44)
Expressions

qillshen(-de)

Table 3: Possessive intensifiers in Mandarin

UNSPECIFI ED?
ANIMATE?
(45), (46), (47)

KINSHIP
(1st grade) (43b)

UNSPEC IFI ED
(42), (43a)

qinshel/g(-de)

vji-de
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have been lexicalized is rather outstanding. Finally, the large area of overlap between intensification, reflexivity and certain kinds of variable-binding in Mandarin not only persists as
achallenge lo general theories ofinformation structure and reference-tracking, but it awaits
a purely descriptive coverage in the first place.
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